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UMR announces Promise program Visitors night this week
Kim Gerke
Staff Writer
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In a world where job security seems
like a thing of the past, UMR is taking
steps to grant students a head start on
their future. Beginning with the freshman class of 1996, UMR will institute
a program assuring students career opportunities or admission into graduate
school.
This program, named the UMR
Promise, is a contract that consists of
specific steps students must take for
academic, leadership, and career development. The university, in turn,
will provide a one-year tuition grant to
any student completing the program
who does not receive a job offer or
graduate school admission within six
months of graduation. This tuition will
allow the student to continue education
at UMR and receive continued career
and academic counseling. Students
may choose from one of three UMR
Promise options.

The "fast-track" career option is
for students pursuing a bachelor 's degree. These students must complete
certain leadership and career development activities and maintain a cumulative 2.75 grade-point average.
The graduate school option assures
students' admission into graduate

"Students who want
to be sure they're wellprepared for the demands of an increasingly competetive job
market should consider
the UMR Promise."
-Chancelor John Park
school if they meet their UMR Promise
requirements and keep a 3.2 gradepoint average.
The professional school option secures students' admission into law,
business, or medical school if they
maintai n a 3.5 grade-point average and
meet their Promise requirements.

Some of the program's requirements will include participation in at
least two campus organizations, participation in one professional organization, service as an officer or chairperson of one campus organization, involvement in a "career-building" opportunity such as Excel or UMR cooperative training, workshops with the
Career Opportunities Center, and attendance of career fairs held on campus.
Chancellor John Park believes that
the true value of the program is not the
tuition grant, but instead the opportunity students have to plan their careers.
"As more and more people from technical backgrounds emerge as leaders in
business, education, and government,
they're going to need the leadership,
communication, and team-building
skills that we are offering our students
through the U.MR Promise," commented Park.
"Students who want to be sure
they're well-prepared for the demands
of an increasingly competitive job market should consider the UMR Promise.
It has all the ingredients for getting
students on the right track to success ."

Dut'Repp

The UMR observatory will hold a visitors night this
Friday, March 29, beginning at 8 p.m. Visitors will be able to
view sights on the moon through the university's 16-lnch
telescope.
Another heavenly body seen In Rolla In the past week
has been the comet Hyakutake. The comet, one of the
brightest In recent history, can be seen with the naked eye
and was visible last weekend near the Big Dipper. This week
the comet will appear near the Little Dipper.

Powell tickets available Bandage found in dinner
Douglas Sobery
News Editor

Student tickets for former Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff Gen.
Colin Powell are now available at the
university ticket office in University
Center-West. Tickets will become
available to the general public on
Wednesday, March 27.
Even though there is no charge for
tickets for this year's lecture, there is
a limit of two tickets per person because of limited seating. The University has also announced that it will not
be offering group tickets 'or accept
ticket requests made by mail or telephone.
Powell's lecture, titled "The
Management of Crisis and Change,"

is offered as part of the Remmers
Special Lecture Series. Powell will
be the 19th speaker to appear at UMR
since the special fund was established
by the late Walter· E. Remmers and
his wife, Miriam.
The speech is scheduled to begin
at 7:30 p.m. and will be held on
Wednesday, April 24, in the Gale
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building located at 10th and Bishop.
During hi s military career,
Powell severed as the 12th Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs under Presidents
George Bush and Bill Clinton . His
work included advising the President
and secretary of defense during the
Gulf War in 1991': Powell was also
considered an early presidential
hopeful until he announced he would
not run earlier this year.
Now retired from the military,
Powell published his memoir, "My
American Journey," last September.

Amy Jones
Staff Writer

Last Thursday, March 21, after
going back for seconds on the Rayl
lasagna, Quadrangle resident Brian
Sharp discovered a Band-Aid cooked
into the dish. His initial reaction was
one of surprise. He also noted, though,
that he has "learned to expect anything
over there." While Sharp and several
other students who were dining with
Sharp were initially distressed over the
event, no one was injured and cafeteria
officials were immediately contacted.
The key question of what will be
done about this incident still remains.
In this case, Sharp said, "The manager
came over and apologized and I suppose went back to talk to the cooks."

~ ~~"~.QD""""""~----------~--""----""----------------~~

Rayl Cafeteria manager Russell
Funke explained that there was " no
excuse" for the incident. However, he
pointed out that "this is just one of
those things that happens when you
have humans making food. You have
some human error." Funke also noted
that this experience was a first for the
cafeteria.
Funke went on to explain that Rayl
employees " typically wear a vinyl
glove over their hands," and that he is
still checking into the incident. In
response to this problem, Funke said
that he wo uld make sure that his staff is
"more on the ball in the future."
Several related issues have been
approached by the residence halls food
committee, such as flies in the food,
particularly the salad bar; however, as
one student pointed out, following
March 21, Rayl suddenly seemed to be
a lot cleaner, and all employees were
seen wearing gloves.
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All organizat ional meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the aforementioned olTice.

Wedn esday
12:00 pm: UMR Booster Club, G&D
Stealehouse
1:00 pm: Miner baseball , Evangel
College (doubleheader), UMR Baseball Field
2:30 pm : StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
6:00 pm : Aikido Club, 304 Rolla Bldg
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club. 204
McNutt
6:00 pm : SUB sponsors the comedy
rroupe "Second City National Touring
Company, " Leach Theater, Castleman
6:30 pm : Blue Key, 216 ME
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club,
110 Buehler Bldg
7: 00 pm:
Meramec

The Davinci Society,

7: 00 pm : AlChE, G3 Schrenk
7:00 pm : IEEE, 117 CE
7:00 pm: ASCE/AGC, 114 CE
7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Tau Beta Sigma, 125

7:30 pm: International Students Club,
204 McNutt
8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 2 15 ME
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 216 ME
9:00 pm: SUB sponsors the comedy
rroupe "Second City National Touring
Company," Leach Theater, Castleman

Thurs day
11:30 am: UMR Civil Engineering
Graduate seminar. "Genetric Algorithm s for Multiobjective Srructural
Optimization," 217 CE
12:00 pm: Women's History Month
Luncheon with guest speaker biologist
Zuleyma Tang-Mar tinez, Missouri
4:00 pm : Chi Epsilon, 117 CE
5:30 pm: Sigma Tau Delta, 117 ME
6:00 pm : Toastmasters. 109 CSF

Introduction to the Electronic Campus
(NEW), Introduction to the Dial-up
Facilities (NEW), Windows Basics,
Windows , Windows
Advanced
n,
6:00 pm : UMR Gaming Associatio
Internet Software, Windows World
3 14CE
Development, WordPerfect
Blue Key Congratu lates New Wide Web
for Windows 6.1, Eudora. Elm, Unix
7:00 pm: UMR Family Series pre- Pledges
Networking, Unix as Basics, Mac
sents "Green Thumb," Leach Thearre, Jason Holschen, Amy Johston, Sheila
Basics, Mac Networking, Mac World
Castleman
Shannon
Little,
Jen
,
olz
lh
Kei
Web Development, Inrroduction
Wide
Dale
Neim eyer. Natalie Sanders,
Network,
7:00 pm: ASCE/AG C, 114 CE
Spence. Christina Steck, Amy Srrouse. to the PC and Novell
Wordperfect THESIS.
loh!! Thie-n, Douglas Weaver, and
Details: Course s~hedu les and de7:00 'pm : EIT Review, 11 7 CE
Mozow Yusof.
scriptions are available online on the
World Wide Web at http://
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fel- Free Aerobics Classes, daily this sewww.umr.edu/-cch tml/courses .html.
lowship, Sunrise
mester in Aerobics room of the MultiYou can receive a printed copy of the
1
497
at
Sarah
purpose Building. Call
course schedule at the Computing Ser7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE or Stephanie at 4225.
vices office, MCS 114. The courses are
free, however, sign ups are required.
7:30 pm: SI. Pats Committee, 107C For Your Informati on:
register, contact the Computing
To
ME Annex
The parking area on the east side of .
Services office at 341-4841. Some
parking
minute
30
a
is
Hall
Castleman
courses have prerequisites or require a
7:30 pm: Koinonia, Walnut
zone. The area is for visitors to the
general purpose Unix acco unl. Be sure
campus and for those who have busito check before r~gistering .
8:00 pm: UMR So lar Car Team 103 ness in Castleman than can be comby Request: Computing SerCourses
EMgt
pleted in 30 minutes or less. The cost
vices will schedule short courses upon
minute
30
the
violating
for
ticket
a
of
request from UMR departments or stu8:00 pm : College Bowl, 3 17 CE
time limit is $3. Please be considerate
of those who need to park there.

6:00 pm : Christian Campus Fe'llowship, Mark Twain

now available in the Regisrrar's Office
for all students who will be graduating
on May II. These announcements are
provided at no cos t to the graduate.

Frida y

dent organizations. Topics can include
any of the courses listed above. Faculty
can request classro.om presentations or
rraining on specific CC;~puter topics.
Contact our department for more info.
'Students are rem inded to turn in all job
offers to the COC as soon as possible
after 'they are received. Form s are
. available in the COC on the third floor
of Norwood Hall. These statistics are
very helpfu l for UMR students as well
as companies interested in recruiting
at UMR. UMR job search statistics
depend upon the information collected.
Your cooperation is very appreciated.
Students are reminded that RESUMES
ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY SUBMITTED BY THE COC to companies
for pre-screening for on-campus inter-
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views. Each student must submit their
own resume through the system to each
company in which they are interested.
Any students wishing to apply for financial aid for the Summer 96 semes-

see Aid, page 18
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Keep Up to date on UMR Student
Governme nt
Have you ever wished you knew more
about what was going on in student
governme nt at UMR ? Have yo u
wished yo u knew what issues STUCO
Walnut
3:30 pm: All For Love,
was working on? Well, we have the
yo u. If you are interested in
7:00 pm: SHOW-ME ANIME, 204 answer for
or basically anything
topics,
these
McNutt
abo ut STU CO, you can now be placed
to recieve e-mail that
8:00 pm: Visitors Night at the UMR on the listserv
'STU CO sends.to its members with just
observatory
a few mouse clicks . In the mail you will

rejec~

receive, wau will find minutes from

COnt~

2:30 pm: Lady Miner softball ,
Fontbonne College (do ubleheader) ,
UMR Softball Field

Satur day

meetings, anno uncemnts of upcoming
events and meeting as well as occasional discussions of iss ues STUCO is
7:30 am: UMR spring break begins
concrened with. To be placed on the
listserv (computer list that STUCO
1:00 pm: Lady Miner softball, Unimail is sent to, for disrribution to memversity of Missouri-SI. Louis (doublebers), simply get on the World Wide
header), UMR Softball Field
Web, (use Netscape from any computeron campus) and go to the STUCO
hom e page (http://w ww.umr. edu/
-stuco). Then go down to Student
and click
1:00 pm: Lady Miner softball, Lincoln Council Forms on this page
listserv .
Universit y (doublehe ader), UMR Subscribe to STUCOL ST
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Attention May Graduate s
Commencement announcements are

campus.
Computin g Services Short Courses,
Winter 1996
Computing Services is offering a series
of one or two day short courses to
provide basic computer skills for faculty, staff, and students. Courses are
srructured rrai ning sessions that combine lecture lecture and hands-on practice. There is no charge for attending a
short course. Courses are offered on
these topics:
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Pro-life, anti-propaganda

When I pick up the Miner every
Wednesda y morning, I expect to see
campus news, sports, job openings and
the usual advertisem ents . This morning I was disappoint ed when I found a
twelve page "newsletter" by the Human Life Alliance of Minnesota. This
item demonizes the pro-choice movement with headlines like "Legalized
Abortion Based on Lies and Fraud". As
expected all of the articles show abortion in a dim light. The fact that this
was printed -does not bother me. My
problem with it is that it is a strong
example of propagand a (ideas, facts, or
allegations spread deliberately to further ones cause or damage an opposing
cause--acc ording to Webster's) . Under
that definition, all advertising is propa-

ganda, which is all right since everybody knows that it is advertising . This
newsletter, title "She's a Child, Not a
'Choice''', has the words 'advertisin g
supplemen t' in fine print on its top left
corner. This is pretty easy to miss
considerin g the fu ll color picture of a
fetus on the cover and the and the
newspaper -like format. Propagand a
presented as news can be very counterproductive to the truth and to rational
discussion.
Before anybody decides to accuse
me of being pro-abortio n, lei me say the
only people I know of who are proabortion are the Chinese government. I
am pro-life myself, but I also believe
that I have no right to force my own
views upon anyone else. If someone

asks for my advice on an abortion, I
would recommen d against it, but I
wo uld not attempt to coerce them in the
way this newsleuer does.
Another point I would like to bring
up is that the staff of the Miner fe lt this
was worthy of inclusion in the paper,
while the informatio n that registration
material is available on Thursday was
not newsworthy. The lauer is probable
of more immedeate importance to most
of the students on campus.
I am willing to retract these statements if the Mi ner will give equal time
to the pro-c hoice movement (i .e. a 12
page supplemen t), and make it clearer
when an insert is an advertisement.
Tim Spellman
spellman@ umr.edu

A Mine r clari ficat ion

I would like to apologize to any of
our readers who were offended by the
insert in the March 20 edition of the
Miner. This was a paid advertisement, and was not meant to reflect the
opinions of the Missouri Miner or the
Miner staff.
I would like to thank those students who took the time to send us comments on this ad, both positive
and negative. The Miner is a studentowned and student-op erated newspaper, and our goal is to serve the best
interests of the student body. This is
an obligation which we take very seriously. We always welcome comments from our readers, and we make
every attempt to address any concerns
they might have.
With the exception of certain alcohol ads, the Miner has never before
rejected paid advertising based on the
content of the ad. From the feelings
expressed by the student body in regard to this insert, it is clear that we
will have to reconsider this policy. As
with any newspaper , we are committed to providing a forum for the discussion of all important ideas and
opinions. Due to the emotional impact of this advertisem ent, it ran

CPR

can keep your love alive
EXPRESS TANNING
HERE - TRY THE

PEACOCK

counter to the purpose of rational disc ussion. The Miner has always reserved the right to refuse any advertising, and in the future we will consider
the impact that advertising has on
students in considerin g whether to
accept it.
In 'the past year, I have had the
pleasure to work with one of the most
capable and profession al staffs to
ever serve this newspaper. I feel that
we have made real progress in improving the quality of the paper and
have maintained very high editorial
standards. If any student has comments or concerns about the direction
the Miner is taking, I would be happy
to hear them.
Incidental y, there were several
opinions on the subject that could not
be printed as a result of lack of a name
or student number. All submission s
must include both a name and student
number to be published. We will
withhold the pUblication of names on
request, and will not release names or
student numbers to anyone outside of
the office under any circumstan ces.

Ask th e IRS
am or pm .

Tax question s? Call TeleTax, toll-free, for recorded
information on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.
~..,8il

Department of the Treasury

~tiIYl' Internal Revenue Service
htlp:llww w.ustreas .gov

ColI for Y_TIO T...,

364-0707
HairMasters

u

Fighting Heart Disease
. and Stroke

AMERICAN HFART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES
1-800-AH A-USAI
ThIs space provided as a public service.
C1994, American Heart Association

Andy Dooley
Editor.-in-Chief, Missouri.M iner
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1009 A Pine Street
(314) 364-55 81
RPG'•• Models · Trains
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FOR HELP DURING
503 W. 5th Street
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Rolla, MO 65401
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

24 Hour Hotline

1-800-550-4900
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The Canterbury Club of
Christ Episcopal Church
Invites you to Join them
for Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00 PM

T

A
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TENTH & PINE ST.
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FULL SERVICE .

ROLLA, MO ':

JIVlBlcQ)NlE 364-7077
1-800-844-7077
CRo~Qa's tf)IIQy C[lOWII(Ot~1I CPlia';-;""cg
OP::N 7 DAYS PER WEEr:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8:00 .o\M • (~;v.1 PM
SATI)RDAY 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
SUNDAY 11 :00 AI.' • 5:00 PM

DWVERY SERVICE

cae Update: Summer jobs still available

EMERGENCY NUMBER 364·8209
BILL WUENSCHER. R. Ph.

Amy Jones

qjOUft CPer.sollaQ CPhu,lm!lClSt
Staff Writer
'HOME OF RX·MAN'

MOVING SALE!!
SONY C.D. PLAYER
$100 Firm

The Career Opportunities Center
(COC) wishes to remind students in·
terested in summer work! that campa·
nies are still contacting t~e COC with
new positions. The COG encourages
these students to continue checking
the system for employment opportuni·
ties.
Other
news includes the following.
· Summer job listings .prev iously
posted primarily on the COC bulletin
boards will soon be available through
the COC homepage. Students inter·

cae

ested in those jobs must contact the
companies directly with a cover letter
and resume, as they will not conduct
on-campus interviews.
-The UMR COC became aligned with
10btrak March 22. This means that
students can now access UMR job list·
ings at the 10btrak website (http://
www.jobtrak.com). Because companies can now contact either UMR or
10btrak to get posting, this alignment
broadens the exposure to available po·
sitions. Again, students must contact
the companies directly with a cover
letter and resume, as these companies
will not conduct on·campus inter·
views.
·The COC requests ~ll students to
report job offers and acceptances for
use in statistics provided to future stu·
dents.
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The Life and Times ... A Gro wn- Up Job

3.\\1,"

A lo h a , all yo u lu cky spring
break-bou nd folks out there who are
traveling to the far away reaches of
exotic lan ds s uch as Florid a and
Texas for the nex t week or so . Enjoy
you r sunn y beaches, ocean breezes,
whi te sands, and wild nig hts o ut
while you can. Some of us are staying
in good 01' Missouri over break for
purely academic reasons ... (yeah, if I
leave Missouri for Florida, I kno w I
won' t come back to finish my academics ! i). Well, I wish you all a lot
of fun , no sunburns, and safe traveL
(Hey, I can't afford to lose any readers !)
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This means that

Anyway, folks , it has recently
come to my attention that a lot of you
Freshpeop le are currently amidst
that horrible task of picking out
classes for next fall and that means
(insert scary music here): PICKING
A MAJOR!!! I know it:s terrifying,
but you knew it had to happen sooner
or later, and what better time in one'~
life could there be for such a mom en-
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tous decision that will shape no t oniy
yo ur next 3 !h or 4 years but yo ur entire
future until retirement than the age of
19? No, now, I don ' t mea n to scare yo u
all off to the missions in Nicaragua
(although I hear the scenery is beautiful this time of year and the dress co lor
--camo uflage green·- is perfect for
spring). If it's any consolatio n, they
say that st uden ts gradua ting these
days are like ly to change careers (not
just jobs) fo ur or fi ve times in their
working life. so heck, if yo u pick
wron g now , there's always time to
change to something along the lines
of, oh, say, zoo keeper, or circus ringmaster, Dr. ..

those reading this colum n are actually engineerin g majors. Well, for
those 20% of yo u who aren't and for
the poor little Freshpeop le (or better
yet, future Freshpeop le who are just
visiting campus w ith Mom, D ad, and
little brother and jus t happened to
pick up a copy of this brilliant, literary, Puli tzer prize-winn ing newspaper while walking between buildings
while being led by students who have
an uncanny ability to walk backwards and talk at the sarne time) who
are still trying to decide their plot in
life, I now present to yo u (drum roll,
please .. . you know, I'm thinking of
hiring my own band ... ):

But enough of all that. I decided
today that it was my duty in life to help
you all with this awful decision. Unfortunately , as one of those rare folks
who have actually only had one major
in all their time in college, I can only
write about one occupation : engineering. Of course, that's also dang convenient, considerin g the fact that 80% of

My Top 10 Reasons to Become an
Engineer
I - Graduatio n (sorry, it's gettin'
kinda ' close)
2 - Retiremen t (sorry again ... had to
be said)
3 -You ' ll be able to answer every

see Life, page 16

5UBconsc;ous

The Second City National Touring Company, the travelling arm of the
o ldest comedy ensemble in North
America, w ill be performin g this
Wednesda y evening at 6 and 9 p.m., in
Leach Theatre, Castleman HalL Tickets are $4 each for general admission or
free wi th student!D , and can be picked
up at the UC-West ticket window.
Second City is a group of six or
seven actors who enliven an empty
stage with topical comedy sketches.
Their performan ces include their fa-

mou s improvi sational sequence s,

building sketches on the spur of the
moment around audience sugges tions.
A list of Second City grad uates
reads like a Who 's Who of comedy:
Alan AIda, Alan Arkin, Ed Asner, Dan
Akroyd, John Belushi. Peter Boyle.
John Candy, Shelly Long, Jerry Stiller,
Martin Short...the list goes on and on .
Anyone who has seen Second City
perform in the past few years can tell
you this is one show not to miss . So,
come see Second City this Wednesday,
at 6 or 9, at Leach Theatre, Castleman
HaiL

-~
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THE UMR FILM FESTIVAL
. at Castleman
on T\lesday, April 9,

FAREWELL MY
CONCUBINE

'A GORGWUS EPIC!"
t.
, 1l.(~ . ,'C .. h" .

l l1H ~ ~.(j'''? 1

with LESLIE CHEUNG and ZHANG
FENGYI. Directed by CHEN KAIGE.
C.o-winner of the 1993 Cannes Fibn
Festival prize for Best Film, Farew~1I
My Concubine oombine..~ the themes of
passion, politics and betrayal in a panoramic tale spanning more th an 50
yea rs and set against a dramatic backdrop and tlle colorful world of tlle Olinese gove rnment censo rs wh o first
banned and then approved th e film ,
Fartwtll My Concubine has proven to be both a worldwide commercial and artistic
success. In Chinese with English subtitles. China. 1993-R.

Limited Number of FREE Student Tickets are
Available at the Castleman Box Office,
Beginning at 6:00 PM TUESDAY
Show Starts at 7:00 PM
LEACH THEATER CASTLEMAN HALL

The StuCo Minute
Josh Grove
Stueo

Tim Bond

Minimizing Political Confusion
Another election year is upon us,
and for many UMR students, it will be
the first time they get to vote in a
general election . This is an exciting
time for an individual, but it can also
be quite confu sing; in m any in stances, negative campaig n ads, special interest groups, candidate debates, and a myriad of campaign
promises muddy the issues instead of
clarify ing them. How, then, does the
fi rst-time voter wade through contradicti ng data and make an info rmed
choice?
The first step involves self-evaluation, i.e. knowing the issues and
one' 5 stance on those issues. Most
yo ung ad ults are influenced by two
major factors: parental voting records
and re ligious affiliation. Many of us
are anxious to break with fam ily ties,
but the fact remains that parental vo ting records are the main influence on
our political ideologies. With the rise
of the Christian Right in modem politics, re ligious affiliation has also become a major influence.
The American two-party system is
adva ntageous because it limits the

amount of choices, but this system
makes it harder to define one's political ideology because each party must
cover a wide range of interests . Republicans are labelled as conservative and
Democrats as liberal, but these timeworn labels are harder to apply in modem times and have become somewhat
ambiguous. For example, most vo ters
are not strictly conservative or liberal,
but lean toward either, dependi ng on
the issue. To extend this thought further, the abortion controversy serves
well. Pro-life advocates are marked as
conservatives, while pro-choice advocates are tagged liberals. What abo ut a
pro-choice advocate who wis hes to reduce the size of government and reform
the welfare system? Obviously, party
affiliation can only cover so much
ground.
One-issue campaigns have been a
part of American his tory since the
fo unding of our republ ic, but a good
ma ny candidates in recent ti mes have
relied on one issue to the total exclu sion of all others (abortion, balancing
the budget, etc.). Basing a vo te on a
single issue, however. is incredibly

short-sighted; politicians must be
able to deal with a multitude of issues
in order to be effective, and that is,
after all, what all of the voting public
is seeking.
When the sound bytes and press
releases become too mind-numbing,
it is always a good idea to look at a
candidate's past record. Regardless of
what is promised, most politicians
have a fairly rigid ideology which is
the bas is of their perfo rmance. The
key in this is to discover which candid ate represents yo ur feelings on the
greatest amount of issues. Even newcomers to the political arena usually
have some sort of activist background
which can be checked.
In formation is the vo ter's am munitio n; use it wisely. The multimedia
world in which we live allows easy
access for anyo ne to be well-informed
on issues and candidates. Voting is
not a right, it is the privilege which
affords us our freedom. Take the time
to reg ister, info rm yo urself on the
iss ues and candidates, and above ail,
VOTE! Our co untry will be much the

Hello again! Student Council is
now accepting committee chair applications for next year. This is a perfect
opportunity for students to make an impact on the lives of others at UMR.
Chairs for approximately ten committees will be accepted. In addition, assistant chairs will be chosen for most committees. Previous Student Council experience is not necessary, and any student may apply. The due date for committee chair applications.is Wednesday,
April 17. Applications can be picked up
at the Student Council office (202 UCWest). Also, applications should be
available on the World Wide Web
through the Student Council homepage.

One probable new com'1littee for
next year is the "Show-Me Student Governments Committee." Possible duties
of this committee include coordinating a
statewide conference for student governments and maintaining c:ontact with
these other governments throughout the
year.
Student Council · officer elections
were held at the StuCo meeting on
March 26. The results of these elections
will be in the next edition of the Miner.
Also, Student Council s~lected the recipients of its "Rookie of the Year" and
"Member of the Year" awards at this
meeting.
For more information on anything
brought up in this article, or if you have
a complaint or issue you would like to
see Student Council work on, please
contact us! You can reach Student
Council at 341-4280 , e .. mail
stuco@umr.edu, or stop by 202 UCWest We're interested in yo~r input!
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Mi ne r baseball goesO-1-1 in MIAAopener
Sports Scor
es

"Tough to get any rhythm " due to Mother Nature's intervention

~~~~~~~~~~~~='

Miner Baseball
Missouri-Ro lla. .
.... ... . 1
Uncoln .................... ............................ 14

Nathan Erdman
Staff Writer

M issouri-Rolla
.. .. ........ ..... 1
U ncoln ............ ..................................... 1

ial andani51ic

Lady Miner Softball

Is are

MisSOlU; ·Ro//o ........................ ............. 2
Pittsburg Stale...
. ............. 11

e,

Missouri·Ro lla. .... .
Pitt' burgSlal..... ........................

\LL

ute

... 13

Miner Tennis
Missouri·Ro lla ......... ........ ...... .. ... .........3
Drury .................................
.. .. 4
Davicison(OC) dcf.

' committee for
leStudenrGov.
Possible duties

Bengisu(UMR )7-5,7-6

McNicholas(OC) def.
ValJe(UMR) 5-7,6-2,6-2

ecoordinatinga

lr student gov·
ngcontact with
;lIuoughout!he

Bridges(DC) dcf.
Kadyk CUMR) 7-6,7-6

officer elections

SchuUer{DC) def.
Hamlin(UMR )7·5 ,6-3

Brannon(UM R)def.
Gannon(DC) 6-0,6-4

:0meeting on

ftheseelections

Balv en (UMR) def.

mof !he Miner,

S im pson (DC)6-4 ,6-3

selected !he reo
,f!he Year" and
' awards at this

DavidsonIMcNicholas(OC) &-6

Bcngisu/Kodyk(U MR) def

Bmnnon/Zung(UMR) dcf
BridgeslSd >ueUeo{DC) &-5

ion onanything
~ or ill~u have
'u would likeIII
lark on, please
r,ach Swdenl
.280, ,.mail
op by 202 ue·
in yourinpul! .

HamlinIBnlven(UMR)def.
Gannonf.:;impson(DC)84

Missour;·Rolla ................... .................. .4
Empori. SI.le ................... ...... ............... 3
Bengisu(UMR) def.
SchullZ(ESU) 7-5,3-6,6-4
McNeil (ESU) def.
VaUe(U MR) 6-2,6-2

aan

Hartle(ESU) def.
K.dykCUM R)6-4,6-4

~ty'

Brannon(UMR) def.
Butlco{ESU6-4,6- 1
Voge\ (ESU) dcf.

Hal1\lin(UMR)6-1.6-3
Balven (UMR) def.
Garl an d (E.~ U) 6-3,6-2

n,jors.

jod:co;nmuni.

Bengisu/Kodyk(UM R)dcf
Schultz/Vogel(ESU) 8-5

rnoreiinporl org~ization
~on~es IO

8rannon/Zung (UMR)def

McNeilJHartle(ESU)Q-1

~at appllcan~

ButlerlGalbnd(ESU)dc:f.

pnrnuoicat'OO

H. onlin/Balvcn(U MR)8-6

, !<laking·

-rnbersilli> in
, completed al

Miner Golf
Warrensburg, MO

liSh COUll,pl
jUghetGPA Ul

16.Missollri·Ro/lo ............................5fJ7

rmd out if you

BrianPanka .......
.......... 117
ByronHryant ,...................... ...................... , 127

. ' of
~ a rnaJOOry

.

byour
~ stOP
0
~y at 5:3
l ofUe-West

\4

UMR Hackers
ArronMehrer ...................... ....................... 131
JcffNeanan ............................................... 132

.-"

u

Tlie UMR baseball team will host
Evangel today at I p,m, and travel to
Joplin Saturday to take on Missouri
Southern in Mid America A thletics
Associatio n action. The Miners will be
putting their 8-9 record on the line.
T ravis Bou lware, Min er head
coach, feels the Evangel game is imponan t just to get players in a ry thym
aft er con stant layoffs due to bad
weather. " It's important [the Evangel
gamel . We need to get work hitting live
pitching. It ' s tough to get any rhythm,"
OlIve Repp
According to Boulware the Mis- Miner Mike Williams (back)
takes a lead off second In UMR's
souri Southern games should be tough. home contest with
NEMO from a long time ago (weather has
"They're probably the top team in the
prevented us from getting recent photos).
conference . To win we' ll have to play
great defense, score runs and the pitch- Jefferson
City last weekend against capitalize with a two-run single. After
ers have to hold them. We' ll have to Lincoln. UMR
lost the first game 14-1. a one run second, Lincoln added three
play perfect baseball." Missouri South- The second game
ended in a I-I tie in more runs in the fourth on just three
ern is the current MIAA South Division
the 11 th due to darkness.
hits. Lincoln dashed any hopes of a
defending champions. The Miners will
In the first game Lincoln lit up Miner comeback in the seventh. Linplay a doubleheader with Missouri UMR starting
pitcher Brock Lercher coln hammered the Miners for two
Southern in Joplin at 2 p.m. on Satur- for seven runs,
all of them earned. The home runs, five runs were scored in the
day and at I p.m on Sunday.
damage started in the first when, with inning, That would make
the score 14The Miners opened MlAA play in
the bases loaded, Lincoln was able to
I . The lone Miner run came in the fifth

when Tom Ras torfer hit an RBI double
scoring Dan McGinnis. Lercher was
the losing pitcher for the Miners, gi ving up seven earned runs in just 3. 1
innings of work .
The second game was called due to
darkness in the I I th with the score tied
I- I. The Miners took the lead in the
ninth when Mike Williams scored on
an RBI single. However in the bottom
half of the inning Lincoln would tie the
score with a pair of sacrifice bunts.
Mike Banfield allowed just two hits
and no runs while striking out ten over
eight innings for the Miners. Kevin
Hill pitched three innings of relief for
UMR allo wing one run and striking out
four.
"We haven ' t played for seven or
eight days and it showed. We can' t hit
the ball," Boulware said of the game.
"Lercher had a bad day. After that, we
tried to get people pitching time." The
Miners scored just two runs over the 20
inning twinbill. "We' re not hitting the
ball at all," Boulware said. "Until we
hit the ball, we're not going to win."
UMR ' s game with Hannibal LaGrange Monday was canceled due to
w~ather. The Miners were scheduled
to host Washington University yesterday; the results were unavailable at
press time.
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Final Four surprises, KU out, Miss. State? Miner hockey doing well so far
Dwayne Doshier
Staff Writer

Live by the three, die by the
three. So was the season of the
Kansas l ayhawks. All season, the
Hawks have been able to depend on
the ability of the guards to hit the
three whe n it counted, but never
more so than against Sweet 16 opponent Arizona. Guard l erod Hasse,
mired in a season long shooting
slump, hit a trey from the corner with
three seconds to play to propel KU to
a come from behind win.
. But on Saturday, the layhawks
cou ldn't buy a basket against Syracuse. KU was fou r of 25 on three
point attempts, and shot less than 35
percent overall . KU was able to
b attle through the shooting woes, in
addition to overcoming foul problems and questionable calls to keep
the game close until the end. l acque
Vaughn capped an exciting game by
hitting that rare three with 13 seconds left to bring the layhawks to
wit hin two points, 59-57.
Syracuse made one free throw,
after which Vaughn drove the length
of the floor and took the last second
three that bounced harmlessly away
from the basket. The underdog
Orang e me n h ad defeated the
1ayhawk tradition and earned a trip
to the Final Four.
Domination is synony mous with

Kentucky in terms of college basketball, and the Wildcats completelydominated the Tim Duncan led Wake Forest
Demon Deaco ns in the Midwest regional semifinal. Wake Was saddled
with early fouls on the defensive end,
and on offense, the Deacons couldn't
handle the quickest and most responsive defense in college basketball. The
Kentucky trap, in combination with a
collapsing zone intended to do uble and
triple team Duncan, strained the Wake
offense. The Deacons were ab le to
mount slight comebacks, but were never
able to overcome the massive Kentucky lead. Kentucky won in impressive fash ion, with Tony Delk surpassing NBA psuedo-star lamal Mashburn
on the all-time Kentucky scoring list.
For some match ups, the hype before the game is almost as exciting as
the game itself. Both UMass and
Georgetown received plenty of media
coverage, but for reasons both teams
would rather forget.
For Georgetown, the coverage centered around the University president
telling coach 10hn Thompson to forget
about a gambling investment or to forget abo ut coaching the Hoyas. For the
Mi nutemen, the focu s was on guard
Carmela Travieso, injured after falling
from a stage durin g a press conference.
In summarizing the game, Hoya
All-American Allen Iverson was thrilling, but was overshadowed by solid
play from UMasscenterMarcusCamby.
Travieso was able to play, hitting six
treys and running the floor with efficiency. Georgetow n could never seri-

ously challenge the Minutemen for
control of the game, and in the end,
UMass won handily.
Mississ ippi State? In the Final
Four? No way. But it's true. After
earning a tourney benh by upsetting
Kentu cky in the SEC conference tournament title game, Mississippi State
was able to defeat both UConn and
Cincinnati in the final rounds of the
Southeast regional to earn a trip to the
Meadowland s for the Final Four.
State handled the inside power players well, controlling both UConn ' s
Ray A llen and Cincinnati's Danny
Forston. Dontae l a nes was selected
as regional MVP, giving the Bulldog's
yet ano ther reason to be happy .
Asked to pick the winners of the
upcoming games, I predict Kentucky
and Syracuse wi nning in the semis
wi th Kentucky blowing out the
Orangemen in the c hampions hip
game. Syracuse is hot after wins
against Georgia and Kansas, and the
grueling ·Big E as t season has prepared Syracuse to be able to win the
tough games that come down to the
wire. The Orangemen will look inside to 10hn Wallace for leadership
and scoring, but to win now, the
Orange will need a team effon.
For Kentucky, the key to winning
is the ability to outrun and outshoot
any opponent. The Kentucky defense will play very tough, knowing
that they have the ability to throw a
lot of bodies at the opposition. This

see Div I, page 16

~
,

Brian Koscielsky
UMR Hockey Source

Three weekends ago the UMR
Hockey Team traveled to Quincy Illinois to play in an eight game tourname nt. It was a grueling 14-hour stretch

of nothing but hockey. Through all the
sweat and fatigue UMR finished 7-1
and took first place. Congratulations to
goalie Nathen Fra9kenberger Who
saved 72 out of73 sho ts. At the end of
the tournament they awarded him a
trophy tor being the best goalie.
Two weekends ago the Miners held

see Hockey, page 16

NBA is going down to the wire '
Chris Kulifay
Staff Writer

Welcome back to Rolla's version
of the NBA. Not much has happened
in the las t week, but I'll try to ~ecap
what did.
As of Saturday, the Lakers' cocaptain and leading scorer, Cedric
Ceballos, was AWOL for the fourth
straight day. All that the Lakers know
is that Ceballos is wo rking out a
"personal thing," according to his
agent. Apparently, Cedric has been
waterskiing in Arizona ever since he
missed the team flight on Wednesday
morning. In his absence, a thoroughly
annoyed Magic 10hnson has been
starting at small forward. With the
Lakers in the heat of a playoff race,
th is could prove to be incredibly bad
timing. Unless there' s a good reason
for this. Ceballos co uld use a lot of the

team's trust and respect.
The San Antoriio Spurs, led by the
"Admiral," David Robinson, are on a
hot streak.
They won their 13th
straight after Sunday's 100-88 demolition of the slumping Indiana Pacers.
Incidentally, Reggie Miller, the Pacers
all-star guard, was ejected from the
game after receiving his second
technical foul.
Maybe he's been
taking lessons from the Bulls ' Dennis
Rodman ...
Speaking of the Bulls, their
struggle to hit the 70-win mark is
looking very reachable.
Scottie
Pippen 's back, but his back doesn't
seem to be completely healthy yet.
Also, with Dennis Rodman's disgruntled headbutting of a referee and
his resulting suspension, the Bulls will
have to win the next few without their
star power forward.
Right now
Chicago is 60-7, and only need to go
10-5 over the next 15 games to set the
all-time win record.
That's abou t it for now, so I' ll sign
out. Unt il next time!

As

Miner tennis has been serving up a successful season so far.

..

~
I So far
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S-t. Pa-t's Snapsfio-ts
So you forgot your camera at the Follies, couldn't sneak it into the Femmes, and
Alice wasn't feeling so photogenic this year, huh? Well , the Miner was there for you, with
camera in hand. Here's a collection of our favorite shots for you to hang on your door,
stash in a photo album, or
even fold into a paper airplane, whatever keeps you
happy. Whatever yo ur
choice, we hope you enjoy
this collection of flashbacks
of the fun.

Ryan Shawgo

Photo s by Dave Repp
unless otherwise cred ited.
Layout by Justin Ferguson.
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by Daryl Cagle

COMICS,
DAVE
by David Miller

I MEAN, PAvE, \)ON'T YOli e:Vf'fl
~ooj( AT Me: AND WONDE'j<
IF I'P \l€' A GooD MQ'.\?

It is against the law'in Arizona to maliciously
defame a fruit or vegetab le.
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97 like - 01 bricks
98 Schoolrellers

45 Wriler 01
potboilers
46 1IIness
48 Escapes
103 B
106 Altar ligure
50 Inventor 01 farm
t07 Comic Johnson
machinery
108 - contendere
52 Edges
109 Wear away
53 Member of a
gradually
Dravidian people
110 USSR w?rkers '
54 One who qUips
55 Mountain crest
cooperatIVe
111 Changed the col,or 56 Use money
112 ?upple ments (With 58 Brilliantly colored
out.)
parrots
11 3 SOCial
59 Away Irom
engagements
others
DOWN
61 lackrng funds
1 Yearn
64 Coastline
2 Norse god
65 Actor Ed 01 TV
3 Paddy plant
66 Tale
4 Annoy
67 Too bad!
5 AZ city
69 Turn inSide oul
6 Grandparen ts,
70 Moves through '
e.g.
arduously
72 Curved molding
7 _ -France
71 Snug
8 Dedd or Red
9 Rises in status
76 English
10 Moved aSide
composer
11 Gall clubs
78 Insane
.12 St::,jlmentary
79 State firmly
81 Swedish
material
13 - ammoniac
Nobelist
14 Hduled of!
82 Discolored
15 Shetdy place In a
83 Window part
gardtm
84 Certain doctor
16 Curb
85 Drawrng room
17 Part 01 TV
87 A Hemingway
18 Friend in need
89 Courtyards
24 Calenda r
90 Olacnllcal mark
spans
91 Hit, Biblically
92 Twin crystal
26 A son of
93 Rhyme scheme
Jacob
94 Unit 01
30 Shoe part
pressure
32 Holy women .
95 RIdicu le
abbr
96 Agile
34 Htnt
98 Chimney dirt
35 Containing a
99 Constructed
certain element
100 Western
36 Soap plant
Indians
372,7
102 Rove
38 Grassy place: Fr.
104 Fine
39 - beer
105 Bikini top
40 13
41 Silty
42 FatigUed
44
101 9

"

2J

'~

.

''"
"

~Il

r,l~:
i;

10'

'06

10.

110

m

ACROSS

29 Happening
31 "- Burke (TV

46 "The - Love47 Kind 01 banquet
48 - -de-lance
49 High card
33 Familiar sayings 50 Senegal's capital
34 ·Mask" slar
51 Sulfering
35 Hat.;; made 01
5221
beaver lur
56 Greek moon
38 Cougdf
goddess
39 Extorted money 57 Wine cabinet
60 Lislen!
from
40 Panicle
61 Gigged
43 Ants, old style
62 Duplicates
4457
53 Unclose, 10 poelS
M

1 Nautical word
6
10
14
'9
20
21
22

Type 01 bra ke
Young girl
~agna-

Crickel sound
Sp r~ad

MelOdy

Stagge ring

236
25 •
27 Before
28 Beglnmng

show)
32 Alarm

64 Pieces o f broken 80 Work units
8' 3
pOttery: var.
85 Harsh
65 ReligiOUS
86 Kind 01 bread
retreats
87 Equine feature
67 Dill . old style
88 Wee
68 Winter melon
89 Mom and dad
71 Sleps
90 ~Thereby hangs
72 45

a-"

74 E99s
75 Cerlaln musical
group
76 Turkish VIP
77 Food s.crap

'i1jf~ru1

ID'Il

~

~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

~ ~ ~~(!l

by Henri Arnold

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinary words.

r) I

tMINGOH

I) I

HYDf'.
725 M
UtchfiE

Attn: ,

DegreE
Majors
Grad [
C~izen

j

positio
posiiio
north C
Deadlil

I

50METH
YOU'V>
6ETTEFI:' NOT CALL
"THE BLARNEY STONE

TOv>AY.

\COTESKj
I rI

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

Print answer here: A (

XI I J ( XXIJ

LUBY'i

911 NI
San AI
Attn: !
Degree
Majors
Grade
Citizen
Positio,
POSitiOI
Deadlir

MARL(
PO So
High R

see Solutions, page 16

Attn:

~

Degree
Majors
Grad D
Citizen;
POsitiOi
POSitiOI
Deadlir

MEC
p,O,So
Skye Welcome to the family! You're a great
addition. We love you!

Chocolate! Chocolate! Chocolate!

LICO
Your Roomie

LICO
YBS
Carey !::lang in there! We're always here for
you!

LICO
YBS & YBBS

Parsley Welcome to the Family!

LICO

Welcome. to the family, Karen, You're
the greatest!!!

LICO
YBS
Tonica,
Welcome to the family!
Melanie, Daisie,
& Marites
Amy K. & Pledge Mary,
Get psyched for Connecticut, we' ll
have a blast!!

LICO
Katie I really do admire you'!
YLS loves U!

LICO
Stephanie

Marites
Criss ie,
Thanks for helping me find a new
friend!

LICO,

JLD -

Your BB

Congratulation;! You did great!

LICO
Your Sisters

Emily,
Welcome to the family. Hopefully,
you're the end ~f our skip generation
family. Let's pany.

LICO
YBS

Deborah,
Welcome to the family!

Debbie,
Congratulations on becoming a TRUE
ALICE woman .

LICO
YLLLLS
SPC #1.
Hang in there, You know we'll always
be here. You're aweso me ,

LICO
SPC #2 & SPC #3
EmilyCongratulations Roomie. Welcome to
the family.

LICO
YBBS

LICO
Marcie,
Welcome to the family! You are too
cool!!!

LICO
YBS

YBS
Crissie.
Did I say friend? I meant life!

Crissie,
See you at the beach.

LICO
Ann

LICO,
Your BB

Daisie,

LICO
Ann

YBS

LICO
Deanna WYou were the best student Knight ever!
He re's to kissin' SI. Pat, Chug
Aerobics, and Lambda Sig!
Love YaStefanie

Break. I'll miss you.

Jen H.,
1 hope you have an exciting Spring

Laura G.,
You're the bestest big sister ever.

LICO
Ann

Alpha Nu Pledge Class,
Congratulations on your new big sisters!

LICO,
Ann

Leah,
Enjoy your break. I'll miss you.
Yours,
Ann
Congratulations A-E-Pi for taking
back SI. Pats 1st place trophy!!! You
guys did great and we are aU very very
proud. You're all the best!
Love
DOL
Trina,
Congratulations on being 2nd runner
up for SI. Pat's Queen. You did a
wonderful job!
A-E-Pi&DOL
Fish,
Thanks for letting us all crash at your
place over SI. Pat's. It was a great time!
Heard from tutti lately?

Random girl
Daughters of the Lion,
Congratulations on doing so weU over
SI. Pats!!! We all did wonderful and
had a great time participating in the
games! It was great seeing everyone
get so involved and have so much
spirit! !
A-E-Pi
Thanks for all the support and help
over SI. Pats , Congratulations on
WINNING ST. PATS 1996!!!
DOL
Conrad, Han, & the rest of the Junior
Reps,
You guys ,jid a great job over SI. Pats!!
DOL

HahnIf you let me borrow your car, I promise
I'll bring it back in two pieces!
-Clueless
Jenn Welcome to the family!

ZLAM

Neodel

Attn: N
Degree
Majors:
Grad D
Citizeni
Positior
Positior
Deadlin
Informa

[

WAINW
17 Cerr
St Pele
Mr,Grel
Majors:'
Minimur
Must be
POSition
POSition
Deadlinl

YBS
Melinda Welcome to the family!

ZLAM
Pam

see GOSsip, page 17
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HYDRAULICS, INC.
Method: PRS-OPEN
725 McKinley Avenue
Interview Date: 04/10
Litchfield, IL 62056
Attn: Mr. lim Goeke, Employee Relations Manager
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors: EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Industrial Engineer
posiiion Location: Litchfield, IL (Litchfield is located 50 miles
north of SI. Louis on Highway I-55)
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 29

SIEBE ENVIRONMENTAL CO
Method: PRS-OPEN
4090 Wedgeway Court
Interview Date: 04122
Earth City, MO 63045
Attn: Mr. Keith Sweetin, Branch Manager
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors: MECH
Grad Dates:0596 0796
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Associate Application Engineer
Position Location: SI. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 29
Information on pos~ion available in 301 Norwood Hall

Method: PRS-OPEN
LUBY'S CAFETERIA
911 N Main Avenue Suite E
Interview Date: 04/23
San Antonio, TX 78212-4725
Attn: Mr. G Roger Thurmond , Management Recruiter
Degree Level: B 0
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors: ALL
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available: Entry-level Management
Position Location: MO, AR, AZ, FL, LA, KS, MS, NM, OK, TN , TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 29

U.S. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY
Method: Open
1222 Spruce SI., 10th
Interview Date: 04/09
SI. Louis, MO 63103-2814
Attn: CW04 Les Lentz,
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC MECH NUCL CHEM AMTH PHYS CMPS
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796 1296
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available:
Position Location: No Information Available
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 25

MARLO COIL
Method: PRS-OPEN
POBox 171
Interview Date:
High Ridge, MO 63049
Attn: Mr. Bruce Earls, President
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors: MECH
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
C~izenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Inside Sales (HVAC)
Position Location: SI. Louis, MO
Deiidline for submitting resumes: March 29

WALMART STORES
Method: Open
702 Southwest 8th SI.
Interview Date: 03128
Bentonville, Arkansas 72716-9050
Attn: Ms. Bridgette DeBoer, Recru~er
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors: CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available: Programmer
Position Location: Bentonville, AR
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, March 27 - 7:00 pm - 208 Norwood
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 22

MEC
Method: PRS-OPEN
P.O. Box 330
Interview Date: 04/10
Neodeska, KS 66757
Attn: Mr. Allen Johnson, Human Resources Manager
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors: CIVL MECH
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available: Structural Enginerr
Position Location: Neodesha, KS
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 28
Information on pos~ion available in 301 Norwood Hall

n girl

J well over

lderful and
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, so 'much

and help
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!!!

t

-

' the Junior

WAINWRIGHT INDUSTRIES
Method: PRS-OPEN
17 Cermak Blvd. Date of Interview: 04/16
SI. Peter, MO 63376
Mr. Gregg Wilson
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Junior standing.
Pos~i on Available : Summer Engineering Intem
Position Location: SI. Peters, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 29

-

r,lpromise

;tI!
55
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WAL-MART STORES, INC.
Method: Open
702 S.W. 8th Street
Date of Interview: 03128
Bentonville, AR 72716-9050
Ms. Kim Exner, Recruiter
Majors: CMPS MGTS
Minimum GPA: 2.500
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position Available: Programmer
Position Location: Bentonville, AR
PRE-RECRUITM ENT MEETING: Wednesday, March 27 - 7:00 pm - 208 Norwood
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FRIENDS
Medical miracles
DON'T LET ,;start
with research
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK. Hockey
their annual St. Patrick Hockey tournament. They originally signed up five
teams although two had to drop our for
various reasons. The Miners started
against the Northeast Missouri State
Bulldogs. It was an early Saturday
game and none of the Miners seemed to
be motivated to play. The Bulldogs
mean business and won 4- 1. Before
the next game they got their act together and destroyed Oklahoma University 8-1. The Miners ended up
playing the Bulldogs for 1st Place.
Early in the first period UMR had a
defensive break down and the Bulldogs capitalized by shooting it past

M~

---

American Heart

~

Association",~
Fighting Heart Disease
and Sfroke

can ~
Som el

all tog
sound

10 lis~

T

up ni'
Bank.
t..elv !
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from 'page 8
Frankenberger. In the second period,
Ryan Brown gave a sweet pass to Brian
Koscielski who then snapped it upper
right 90. Later, Brown again gave a
beautiful pass to John Thein who
riffled it past NEMO's goalie. The
Bulldogs suddenly turned on their offense and tied the game up . before
regulation ended. The game eventually went into shootouts. In the
shootout, the Miners only finishedone,
while the Bulldogs put in two goals to
win the game 4-3.
This semester the Miners are 9-4.
March 23 and 24, the Miners played in
a tournament at Purdue University.
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Life
"why" question your future children
ever ask you (why is the sky blue? why
does ice float? why are you graying
prematurely?).
4 - The opportunity to work in exotic
locations such as Moline, Iowa, and
Southard, Oklahoma.
5 - Let's face it: do Liberal Arts majors
get to take classes with cool names
like Waste Water Management, Mine
Safety, and Fracture Mechanics (i.e.
why stuff breaks)? I think not.
6 - One heck of an impressive library
in your future plush, corner office...
with a window overlooking beautiful
downtown Moline, Iowa.
7 - The chance to be called on as one of
those nifty expert witnesses in criminal cases (where that class on rmding
the temperature of melting ice cream
is actually important) and then get a
spot on all the talk shows, as well as a

from page 5
book deal in which you can exploit not
only the judicial system but Ben and
Jerry's, as well.
8 - The opportunity to explain to every
friend, relation, and pet goldfish just
exactly what an engineer does. (Plus,
as an added bonus, you will have the
privilege of chuckling cheerfully
through gritted teeth every time Uncle
Frank slaps you on the back and booms
"Why, that means he gets to drive a
train between here and Kansas City!
Haw haw haw!")
9 - The knowledge of an entire second
language (being, of course, the Greek
alphabet) at no extra charge per credit
hour.... Of course, that could explain
the Engineering Fee ...
10 - The chance.to take the most mindnumbing 8-hour test in all of humanity, created simply to. destroy the remaining nerve cells located in one

Bounds
I say this, having never officiated a
real game in my life. I honestly don't
know what goes on inside the heads of
officials, but it always seems to me that
they are being as fair as they possibly
can. I've seen some really dumb calls in
my time, but I feel that they were
honest mistakes, not intentional.
Crowd reaction to calls is something I paid a great deal of attention to
during the past UMR basketball season. The Lady Miner Fan Club passed
out cards that had "3" written on one
side and an eyechart on the back. It was
bad enough that they were encouraging
the perimeter players to throw up even
more three's than they usually do, but
they were already assuming that the
refs would make anti-Mine r calls,
which is ridiculous.

little, last-ditch bomb shelter in the
back of the brains of young engineers.
II - Oh, yeah, I almost forgot: you get
to be a completely indispensable, nature-manipulating part of society upon
which everything else is based and
could not function without. Which is
kindofcool. Imean, if you're into that
sort of thing.
12 - The uncanny loss of the ability to
count (didn't this thing start out to be
only the Top 10???), replaced happily
by the ability to integrate with your
eyes closed.
Anyway, folks, I hope my little list
here has helped you a smidge in your
decision-making process . . I'm always
here to serve. Well, actually, not
always. I mean, the end is approaching. I can see a cap and gown on the
horizon. Or is it a straight-jacket?
Anyway, see ya' next week!

from page 8
In discussions with several UMR
athletics personnel, I have learned that
many refs don't like calling at UMR
because of the crowd (and also Gale
Bullman's poor lighting). It was rather
odd because depending on the night,
the crowd would react differently. The
worst of all was the night that UMR
hosted Northeast. That was the night
that the St. Louis Rams Cheerleaders
(including UMR masters grad Courtney
Sandford) performed at halftime.
Whenever UMR would commit an
obvious foul , the refs would call it, and
the fan s would scream at them. Some
would, in unison, shout "bull %S@*."
Once again, I'm not saying that
officials aren't prone to ml<takes. I'm
sure Cardinal and Royal fan 's will remember the 1985 World Serie's, which

many people say was decided because
of a bad call. I'm sure Red Sox fans
remember when Roger Clemens was
thrown out of a game for making a
small comment in the first inning of a
playoff game.
I'm also sure that the umps in these
cases feel very bad. I've talked to
people who have officiated and they
say that the hope they don't have to
make a call that will decide the game.
Officials aren't perfect, and l'll admit I've yelled at plenty of them in my
day. I do catch myself sometimes and
realize that they are people too. I think
that is something we as fan s need to
keep in mind. If they weren't there,
there wouldn't be a game. That wouldn't
be any fun . So let's cut them a little
slack. Just a thought.

Solutions

from page 14

Jumbles:
MOUSY
RURAL
HOMING
SOCKET
Answer: Something you'd better not call the blarney stone
today -- A SHAM ROCK

WOlke

a plea!
It is gr~

ated \~

Go~

Hiney-~

I seethe,
go "Cam

SholZie ,
Havea,

Div I

from page 8

has been and will be the key to a the time to wrap up the season as I saw
National Championship season for it. This was undoubtedly one of the
Kentucky. The Wildcats have the man- best seasons for college hoops in recent
power to put up to 12 different players memory, While Kentucky and UMass
on the floor without sac~ificing ability, were the dominant teams, many teams
so also expect the 'Cats to be well had good showings including KU, Cinrested in the late minutes of the game. cinnati, Villanova, Georgetown,
The Bonehead Play of the Week UConn, and Wake Forest, just to name
Award recipient is Michael Dickerson, a few,
an Arizona standout. With about a
The fact that Mississippi St is in
minute remaining against Kansas and the Final Four attests to the exciting
Arizona with the lead, Dickerson put and unpredictable nature of college
up a hasty three point attempt but ball. As a severely biased fan, I touted
missed. KU rebounded, Vaughn KU throughout the year, while giving
quickly drove up the floor, dished to occasional nods to other teams that
Jerod Hasse who hit the clutch three to were playing well. I feel let down that
put KU ahead, and KU held on to KU did not achieve its goal of a Final
defeat Arizona. If Dickerson would Four berth, but I am happy that Kenhave held on to the ball and ran time off tucky made it. At least one of my early
of the clock instead of putting up a shot, season predictions became a reality.
Arizona, in all likelihood, would have
Looking to next year, Kentucky
won the game. The whole season for will of course be strong with returning
Arizona was wrapped up in that one players and a great recruiting class, but
play, and unfortunately, Arizona's sea- once again look to KU to put out a
son came to an end on the Bonehead strong team. In fact, don't be surprised
Play of the Week.
. if the name at the top of next year's
With perhaps one more college preseason poll is the team from
basketball article remaining, now is Lawrence, KANSAS.
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Sigma Pi

Congratu:
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~
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Kat ..
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Hiney-Whiney I see the van is back! So ... When can we
go "Camping"?
ZLAM

YTS
Shotzie & Capelle
Have a wonderful spring· break!
-Pam

lrom page 8
season as I saw
:OIy one of the
hoopsinrecenl
ckyand UMass
ns,manyleams
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DOE loves Sigma Pi!

Really, we loye you guys.
,
Tara and Kim

Great job on St. Pat's, Sigma Pi!!
Sigma PiThanks fo r supporting us during St.
Pat's! We had a GREAT time!!
Love,
DOE

Bill.
You're an awesome "big" lil' broil
hope yo u s urvived St. Pat's!!
Your "little" big sis.
Kathy

G and ToddYou were great iiI' sis chairmen, too!!
DOE

T.G .
We miss you!!

Brocke and Hicks FORE!!! Have a great trip!

Quad RAs are the best!!

issip~ SL is in
w the exciting
Ule of colle!e
:edfan, I roulOO
[, while giving
her leams thai
ellel down thai
goal of afmaJ
appy that Kenone of mye~ly

Congrats on 2nd place in St. Pat's
Sigma Pi! We love yo u!
-DOE
Congratulations to Sigma Pi's winning
Queen Candidate!!

Sigma PiHappy Easter!!

McWard,
You are lost! We can never find yo u!
ZLAM,
Your other roommates

Easin Orangu?
Big D.
Nice PERKIES!!

,ear, KenlUci)'
,wilhrelUJfllll!
~iling clas~ btll
U10 pOt oul'
oo
'I be sUJ]lril
n
's
ofnexlY¢
"learn from

-32C
Ian Don'l jusl stand lhere. Dust a move!
Ho mey

-

U

HeyWoytek,
You haven't gotten us back yet... we're
waiting.
Tara and Kim

haven't had much time to LaIk ...
ZLAM.

LN.
Our closet threw up!!
ZLAM.

Kim V .•
Will you make someone a good wife?
ZLAM.
Bridget

YR
LNGreat St. Pat's! First name basis with
Kroger '" Honorary Customer .. . DD as
a DD ... Pizza, Pizza ... What more
could yo u ask for?
ZLAM.
AA (ak.a. B .)
KlO and LN.
Burnout is setting in!!!

Ed loves Trueblood!
Look 1eff Rick It's yo u again.
Randy and Ed!
We beal you guYStt

Hey, Meyer Corp.,
Don't worry ... your favorite employee
is renew ing her contract.
Kim V.,
Yikes! Watch out for those stairs!
T
Hey, KIO, LN . Annie. and Kim.
We have gOl lO gel OUI of this place! !!
ZLAM ,
Tara
l effRick Zela is nOlthe only sorority on campus!
ZASNL .
Tara and Kim

Ha, Ha. Ha ...

Craig.

YBS

ToddSmile!! It's a great day!!
Hey. Patrick.
NE Rugby has got you P.W,! '
UMR RUGBY
Tara.
._
Drop him. and go for nature boy)
-Randy ~

ZLAM

YR
Love,
DOE

ever on court!

!lIIearealil}"

I don't think so Ellen - I was home
before seven!!!
ZLAM,

Kim

ZT A loves Kristen - the first female

Cat.
Meow!!
Kat

Theresa,
Grumpy guys have gotta go!
ZLAM
a classmate

We love Sigma Pi!!!

C & T.B.'s

~,jusllOnarne

\

Hey Stoopie!
Get psyched for Spring Break!!

Slay away from my friends I bring
down! Just kidding!
T

Bremer.
If you find time in yo ur busy schedule.
please fell free to visit more often.
ZLAM.
Your old
neighbors in 204

Hey. Kim.
Are you embarrassed?

Annie.
,That is why it is so much better to be
single,
ZLAM.
YBS

Hey. Blondie.
Here it is. Monday aftemool)" and I've
still got too much space ... whire's yo ur
artistic talent when I need it?' Oh, fine.
I suppose Hydraulics tests -are more
imporLant.. "grin*'
Love yo'. Dagwood
P.S . Do yo u realize that I never have to
lay-ou t these silly things ever. ever,
EVER again??? Who. me? Happy?
Nah!

Burkhart .
How are the triangle bathrooms?

To all guardian angels working on my
job search for me. thank you .

AlIsa,
I am sorry if you are upset with me. I

Seniors,
The end is near.

__
•.\ . I ~' I : ', t
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Aid~------------------------~----------------------------------------~~from page 2
ler, must complete a Summer 96 Financial Aid Application. By completin!; this form you will be considered for
Federal College Work Study, Federal
Perkins or University Loans, and Ford
Direct Subsidized and Unsubsidized
Loans. Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office beginning March 1, 1996 until April 12,
1996.
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AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS
AND SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
•
The American Electroplaters and Surface Finisher Society offers separate
scholarships for university or college
undergraduates and graduates who
demonstrate that their training (or research) is related to plating and surface
finishing technologies.
ELIGIBILITY:
• Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical
engineering, materials science or en~i
neering, chemistry, chemical engineering, or environmental engineering.
* Selection factors include achievement, scholarship potential, motivation and interest in the finishing technologies .
* Must be a full-time student during
the academic year the scholarship is
received.
* Financial need is not a factor.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
OFFICE, G-l PARKER HALL. APPLICATION DEADLINE: Must be
postmarked by April 15, 1996.
ROLLA LIONS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS:
3.0 + G.P.A.
MUST
HAVE
ATTENDED
NEWBURG, ROLLA OR ST. JAMES
HIGH SCHOOLS TO QUALIFY.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
OFFICE, G-l PARKER HALL. APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 1,
1996
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND SCHOLARSHIP
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolent endeavor established six years ago with the help of a
Canadian/American benefactor. Each
year fmancial assistance is available to
students in both Canada and the United
States. Full Canadian or American
citizenship is a requirement. Awards
are available to both male and female
students for all areas of post-secondary
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is
required. Criteria other than strictly
academic ability and financial need are
considered in the selection process.
Selected students will receive up to
$2,500.00. Deadlines for 1996 are
April 15th, June 15th, and November
15th. Applications must be ~ by
these dates.
To receive an application please send a
stamped "'(US 32 cents), self-addressed, standard letter size ( No. 10)

envelope to the following address: The
John Gyles Education Funil, Attention:
R. James Cougle, Administrator, P. O.

• She must be enrolled with a minimum
• The applications must be typewrit- THE HEAVY CONSTRUCTORS
of 9 hours in a degree program at the
ten. Responses to questions on the ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
time of scholarship payment and must application must be answered on the KANSAS CITY MEA
form, with the exception of the essay The Heavy Constructors Association
Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive, show evidence of satisfactory progress
toward that degree.
question, which may be typed on a Industry Advancement Fund (HCAFredericton, New Brunswick Canada
• She must demonstrate financial need. separate sheet and attached to this ap- IAF) Scholarship is d~cted toward
ESB 5G4.
• She must submit a written statement plication. The application must be individuals pursuing degrees in civil
TAU BETA PI SCHOLARSHIP outlining her reasons for application to
engineering, construction manageaccompanied by a college transcript.
the Coterie Scholarship Committee.
FORM
• (a) A statement of appraisal of the ment, business administration, com• She must not be a member of the applicant in terms of potential for puter science, management informaREQUIREMENTS:
family of any UMR faculty, full-time growth, character, leadership capacity, tion systems, mathematics or any other
* Currently enrolled at UMR
• Full-time undergraduate engineer- staff, or other personnel. (She may be and career interest from three evalua- technical field. The prerequisite is that
an em ployee herself.)
committors is required; at least on should be the student demonstrates
ing student (including Eng Mgt and
PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO:
froin a faculty member. The state- ment toward a career in construction.
Eng Mech)
• The woman with added personal ob- ments of appraisal must be returned Additionally, the student will also be
• Completed a minimum of 30 credit ligations (e.g., children, invalid depen- directly to MCIB by each evaluator. required to work in summer construchours
dent, physical disabilities, etc.).
Recommendations sent to MCIB by the tion while in school. The Association
• Have a minimum 3.5 cumulative • The woman who had her college applicant will not be accepted.
will assist with placement if necessary.
GPA
education interrupted and is returning (b) Applicants must ensure that MCIB We feel that summer employment in
• Winners from the previous two years to complete her graduate or under- has received these appraisals before . construction provides the student with
graduate degree at UM.R.
application deadline. APPLICA- valuable hands-on experience. Appliare ineligible
Applications available in the Student • Grade point average will be taken TIONS AVAILABLE IN THE STU- cations available in the Student Finaninto consideration.
DENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, G- cial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall. Ap·
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
plication deadline: April 15, 1996, to
Please send a letter of application ex1 PARKER HALL.
Application deadline is: Return to the
the Student Financial Aid Office.
plaining your qualifications to: COTE- APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL
SFA Office by April 9, 1996.
RIE, P. O. BOX 1638", ROLLA, MO . 30, 1996.
65401. APPLICATION DEADLINE
WOMEN IN ENERGY, INC.
NA WIC NA TIONALASSOCIATION IS: APRIL 1, 1996
1996-97 DESK AND DERRICK The Missouri Chapter of Women in
OF WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION
Energy, Inc. has established a scholarEDUCATIONAL TRUST SCHOLTHE GREATER KANSAS CITY MO WILLIAM M. REISS FOUNDATION ARSHIP
ship to be awarded each year to a fulltime student of.junior or senior standSCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Association of Desk and Derrick
ing attending a Missouri college or
The National Association of Women in The William M. Reiss Foundation, es- Clubs sponsors a scholarship program
university. The recipients must be
Construction is a International Asso- tablished by Mr. Reiss prior to his through the Desk and Derrick Educadeath on July 14, 1975, is managed by tional Trust for female student citizens
enrolled in a field leading to a career in
ciation of approximately 6,000 womer.
Boatmen's trust company of minois. A of the United States or Canada 'Yho
the energy industry or a field connected
employed in various phases of conportion of the income from the foundawith the study or use of varjous energy
have completed two years of understruction industry. The Greater Kantion is used for scholarships to accred- graduate studies with a minimum of
sources. The recipient must also demsas City, MO NAWIC Scholarship
ited colleges and universities in the 3.0 grade point average (Computed 01)
onstrate professional potential. The
Foundation offers scholarships to stuUnited States and its possessions . a 4.0 scale). Female applicants must
award will be one $1,000 scholarship.
dents pursuing a career in the conScholarship recipients are limited to
Eligibility: This is an Equal Opportube pursuing a degree in petroleum,
Graduates of publicly supported High
energy and allied industries and have nity Scholarship. We welcome all apstruction industry. Applications availschools located within the city limits of need of financial assistance. APPLI- plicants who meet the following criteable in the Student Financial Aid OfBelleville, lllinois. Students working
CATIONS A V AILABLE IN THE ria:
fice, G-I Parker Hall. Application
toward a degree in medicine, but not
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OF- • Junior or Senior standing as of the
deadline is: March 31, 1996.
nursing, are excluded. Post baccalauFICE, G-1 PARKER HALL. APPLI- following Septeinber.
reate students will 'not be considered.
CATIONS DEADLINE: APRIL I, • Enrolled as a full-time student in
NAWIC ST. LOUIS WORK FORCE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
1996.
business, education. engineering,
2000 GRANT
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
home economics, journalism. science
The St. Louis Chapter of the National OFFICE, G-I PARKER HALL. APNADCA CHAPTER 17 ANNUAL or other field leading to an energyAssociation of Women in Construc- PLICATION DEADLINE IS: MAY I,
related career.
SCHOLARSHIP
1996.
tion has elected to present to special
In the interest of maintaining a high * Minimum overall GPA of 3.0
level of professionalism in • Demonstrated potential based on
award elHitleg the "Workforce 2000
Diecasting, Chapter 17 of the North achievement, leadership, motivation,
Award" to a person and/or persons to THJ:': MID-WEST CONCRETE INAmerican Diecasting Association professional intent, and scholarship.
help with the costs associated with DUSTRY BOARD, INC.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:
(NADCA) sponsors a maximum of Applications available in the Student
entering the trades . Applications
* Applicant's permanent residence as two (2) scholarships each year. Candi- Financial Aid Office, G 1- Parker Hall.
available in the Student ,Financial Aid
indicated on college records or the high
dates must be undergraduates cur- Application deadline: Postmarked by
Office, G-I Parker Hall. Application school of record must be with the state
rently enrolled and havjng completed April 19, 1996
deadline must be postmarked by: April of Kansas or Missouri and either (a)
a minimum of sixty (60) credit hours
1. 1996.
within a ISO-mile radius from a point
toward a field related to Diecasting. ROLLA AREA NAACP
on the KansaslMissouri state line at
Letter of application along with all The Rolla area NAACP is offering five
information the student wishes to be $600 "Yes I Can" educational grants.
SIGMA NU TRISTAN G . PINZKE highway 1-35; or (b) within a 25 mile
radius of the main U.S. Post Office at
taken into consideration should be Eligibility requirements:
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
submitted to the education chairman • African-American _
Shall be male or female student en- the mailing address or a current MCIB
member.
no later than April 15. There is no • Demonstrated financial need
rolled in any Engineering discipline at
formal application form or format • U.S. citizen
• Applicant must be pursuing a Bachthe University of Missouri-Rolla,
elor of Science or higher degree that
which must be followed. Information • Admitted to, or attending UMR durmaintaining a 2.5 cumulative grade includes concrete and concrete design
such as grade point average and en- ing the period of the grant
point average on a 4 .0 scale, and be. courses as an integral part of their
rollment status is requ ired and will be • Current UMR students must have a
chosen because of their campus and degree program at an accredited colverified. The amount and recipient of 2.0 cumulative GPA and in good standcommunity leadership and involve- lege or university.
each award will be determined by a ing
committee consisting of the chapter • Member of the Rolla Area NAACP
ment. Financial need shall not be a • Applicant must be enrolled or have
chairman. the education chairman and Branch, if currently attending UMR
requirement. . Applications available completed concrete or concrete design
the chapter trustees. Sponsored by an • High school students admitted to
in the Student Financial Aid Office, G- courses.
existing Chapter 17 member is recom- UMR for the Fall Semester are eligible
1 Parker Hall. Applications deadline: • Applicant must not be a son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter, niece, or
mended but not required. Application to apply
~£.ril 12, 1996.
nephew or an Advisory Committee
deadline: April 15, 1996 Randal B. Applications are available from :
1996-97 COTERIE SCHOLARSHIP
member.
Thomas , Education Chairman, The Rolla Area NAACP Branch, P.O.
EUGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
• Part-time student applicants will be
NADIA Chapter 17, c/o Harvard In- Box 1534, Rolla, MO 65402. Call 368• The recipient must be a female stu- limited to junior class status or above.
dustries, Inc .• 201 Rock Industrial 4312 or 341-2677.
dent at UMR.
The scholarship award to part-time
Park Dr., Bridgeton, MO 63044,
• She must have complete<! 50% of the students will be commensurate with (314)291-3700 Ext. 234, FAX #
hours necessary for completion of her the costs.
(314)398-9994
degree from UMR.
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All graduate students and
friends are welcome

Informal Mixer

I

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions available monthly.
BA or BS degree required.
US $IS,500-$23,400/yr.
Accomodation & round-trip airfare provided.
Send resume, copy of diploma, and copy of passport 10;
Bok Ji Corporation, Chun Bang Bldg.,
154-13 Samsung Dong, Kang Nam Gu, Seoul, Korea 135-090
TEL: 011-S2-2-555-JOBS(5627)
FAX: 01l-S2-2-552-4FAX 4329

Friday, March 29,7 pm
Bruno's
See our web page:
http://www.umr.edul-gradcnsl
for next week's activity
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A

humorous publiclllion lor en gin e ers by en gin eers, so like il!

April 1, 1996
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Plenty'o'pages

UMRls
"Other Pro mise"
I' m sure everyone has heard of the UMR Promise program for
freshman. Recentl y the university has unveiled their new improved
Other Promise prog ram that is sure to attract many excited freshmen to
the campus. This new promi se is one that will defmitely help the man y
" fru strated" male students that attend UMR.
The new Pro mise states th at, "If after two years of attendance
a student still has not been on at least one date, UMR will pay for an
e ntire semester at Southwest Missouri State Uni versity, where, if after
that semester the student still has not been on a date they will be deemed
hopeless. The fully paid semester may be exchanged for a all expenses
paid date with the member of the UMR secretarial staff of the student's
choice."
As a complement to the plan, the creators also will institute
a facility where female students can seek counseling, guidance, or
protection regarding the male students on campus. Staffed by part time
psychiatrists and off-du ty police officers, the facility is being created in
hopes of increasing the number of incoming female students by offerin g
support for them, much like other minorities on campus.
Accordin g to the creators of the plan, the number of UMR
students who spend-their fust two years at the school without a date is
"shamefully low ," and they hope this plan will encourage students to
seek a cure fo r their anti-sociality. "UMR's male-to-female ratio seems
to be a tragedy that causes seriously unneeded stress among many ofthe
students, and we hope this plan will help to elimin ate that stress, which
has been proven to affect grades."
Hopefully thi s measure will help reduce the amount of
students that have been fo rced to "take matters into their own hands. "
The plan is scheduled for introduction in late 1997, after the
necessary agreements are worked out wi th SMSU and part of the new
Electrical Engineering Annex is appropriated for the counseling center.
To voice yo ur opinion on the Other Pro mise plan, send e-mail to ratiocorrection@ umr.edu, or check the web page at http ://www.umr.edu/
-toomanyg uys/promise.html.
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UMR's
Kokal to enter NBA
In

1)1

--

udV
~

what was a surprising move on
Saturday, UMR basketball star and
j un ior center Jeff Kokal announced
his decision to give up his fin al year of
eligibility to enter the NB A Draft .
T he announcement came on the heels
of a season that saw Kokalleading the
Miners to the MIAA tournament title.
Kokal was named " Player of the

" .. .look out, Shaq, 'The
Engineer' Is coming for
you,"
-UM~_eenter Jeff Kokal
Week" for the tournament.
The Miners' incredible seaso n has
bro ught a great deal of attention to
Rolla. During the NCAA Regional
tourna ment, Miami Heat head coach,
P at Riley, was in town to wa tch
Kokal. " He ' s one o f the best I've
seen. I thin k he has been very under-

Jijl-

rated. I'd consider taking hi m in the
first round."
When asked abo ut how the 6'-7"
Kokal would match up with players
like San Antonio' s 7' -1 " D av id
Rob inson, Riley said , "Everyone
thinks it ' s strictly Robinson' s size
and skill that makes him greai. You
have to re member ihat Robinson wen t
to the Naval Academy. His backgro und in engineering and science
prepared him well for the NBA.
UMR has a strong tradition, and I feel
a player like Jeff has a lot offer."
Kokal is currently in his third year o f
stud ies in U1v1R 's civil engineerin g
department.
Kokal stated, " 1have every intenlion of fini shing my degree. I' ll be
working very hard during the off season. 1 j ust think tilat it is time to see
what I can do. So look out, Shaq, 'The
Engineer' is coming for yo u!"

Stu Co to sic Joe Miner on common
calendar proposal
In a surprise move by newly elected
St ud e n t Cou nci l presid e nt Ma sh
Groves, StuCo dro pped all issues currently at hand in fav or of an effor t to
turn Joe Miner into the most heavily
armed co llege mascot in the state.
Originally other mascots were being
co nsidered , unti l a Stucco member
suggested re-anning the c urrent mascol instead of approving such ideas as
"Joe M a nson," "Tom my Gun ," or
th e
The rmon uc le ar"
"Th er m y
Weapon."
Replacing Joe's cap-and-ball pistol
witil an AK-47 and his slide- rule wt h a
laptop computer are currently the most
favored suggestions. Other popul ar
ideas incl ude ditc hing the pick-axe in
favor of a billy-club and exch ang ing
Joe's battered work hat fo r a pair of
night-vision goggles. A StuCo representative commented. "It's time for Joe

to meet the twentieth century !"
According to Grows, the idea is
being pushed thro ugh in the hopes that,
"we can slaughter this common calendar proposal and defend the other UMSys tem school's assault on our traditions." StuCo's vow to defeat the common calendar proposa l had not been
taken too seriously until this move was
made, provin g that Stucco truly will
battle the plan to the end, even if it
means all -out war .
Groa ns inv ites everyo ne to view
and offer their comments on the new
propo sa ls
at
h ttp ://
m ascot
w \V W. u rn r .e d u/-g un s & am mo l
kerboom .html.
The president also noted, in response to an opinion printed in a previous issue, '" If we're willing to do tilis
over a calendar, just imag ine what
we'll do if SUB tries 10 take us over. "
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